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Objective
This deliverable describes the elements of the PROSNOW modelling chain, in particular
the downscaling of forecast data. After a brief presentation of the data workflow, the
implementation of the short and long-term forecast downscaling chain is illustrated and
discussed.
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1. Data workflow
The PROSNOW modelling chain consists of a series of steps through which the data are
channelized from and to a central data server (also called “platform”). The following
figure summarizes the main steps of the operational chain.
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Fig. 1: Data workflow within PROSNOW.
The platform, hosted at IRSTEA, is in charge of storing the information and taking care
of the transfers from and to the different modules. Before the beginning of the season,
the platform stores, for each ski-resort, the SRU 1 geometry and the historical
meteorological data from the local weather stations (provided to the platform through
AMUNDSEN, Meteo-IO and SAFRAN as a long-term, gap-free dataset). These
meteorological data are necessary for the downscaling of the forecast. Then, for the
real-time operational set-up, three types of data transit through the platform.
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The Ski-resort Reference Unit (SRU) is defined as the representative spatial unit used to describe a ski-resort within PROSNOW.
More details are provided in D3.2
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• Observations (steps 1 and 3). Local daily observations of snow depth on the
slopes and water consumption for snowmaking are provided by the data
suppliers, either as raw data or already aggregated at the SRU scale. These
observations are then retrieved by the partners in charge of snow modeling, to
adjust the initial state of the snowpack.
• Meteorological data (steps 2 and 4). All forecast products, from sub-monthly to
seasonal, are downscaled to the local weather stations and then aggregated. The
resulting forcing data are retrieved by the partners in charge of snow modeling, to
drive the snowpack models.
• Snow model outputs (steps 5 and 6). Using local observations and forcing data,
snowpack models produce outputs spatialized over the SRU geometry, that will
be transferred back to the platform and channelized through an information
system allowing direct integration (through web-services) in the graphical user
interface of the end-users.
More details on the platform’s technical structure and functioning are given in D3.2, with
a more in-depth description of each step of the workflow and a specific focus on the
different Input/Output data formats and geometries. In the next section, we present the
implementation of the downscaling process (“step 2” in the previous figure) for different
lead-times.
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2. Implementation of the modelling chain
2.1 - Different approaches for different lead-times
As explained in D1.4 and schematized in the figure here below, the meteorological data
measured by the meteo stations are used by SAFRAN (in France) and Meteo-IO and
AMUNDSEN (in the other countries) to generate gap-free, consistent forcing files. With
the information provided by these forcing files, the forecast is downscaled and adjusted,
before been spatialized by SAFRAN, Meteo-IO and AMUNDSEN over the SRU
geometry and finally used to drive the snowpack models.
AUSTRIA, GERMANY,
ITALY, SWITZERLAND

FRANCE
Met stations

Met stations
Snowpack
simulations
(SNOWPACK,
AMUNDSEN)

Snowpack
simulations
(Crocus)

SAFRAN

METEO-IO
AMUNDSEN
FORCING

From met stations
to downscaling
From downscaling
to snowpack simulations

Forecast
downscaling
and/or
adjustments

Fig. 2: Downscaling framework within PROSNOW.
The complete list of the meteo stations over which the downscaling is applied can be
found at the end of this document. For France, the meteo stations are not provided,
since in this country the meteorological observations are handled directly by the
SAFRAN tool (more details in Sect. 2.2).
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Country
Ski-resort
AT
Seefeld and Obergurgl
CH
Arosa-Lenzerheide
D
Garmisch-Zugspitze
FR
Les Saisies
FR
La Plagne
IT
Livigno
IT
San Vigilio and Colfosco

Met data
8 met stations
17 met stations
4 met stations
SAFRAN
SAFRAN
16 met stations
6 met stations

In order to use the snowpack models in a seamless way between past and future
conditions, the downscaled and adjusted forecast data are provided in exactly the same
format as the observed meteorological data used to drive the snowpack models. In most
cases, the models include their own tool to map the meteorological data from in-situ
stations onto the modelling domain, and the forecast data are provided for these
stations, making such forecast data immediately usable by the models.
As for the downscaling process, different approaches are followed for the short-term
(meteorological) forecast and the long-term (seasonal) forecast. In particular, while in
the case of the latter there is a strong need for statistical adjustments, in the case of the
former it has been decided not to make such adjustments.
The short-term forecast relies on a probabilistic version of the French model ARPEGE,
called PEARP, to generate an ensemble of 35 different predicted meteorological
conditions with a 4 day lead-time. This lead-time is extended to 15 days using the
Ensemble Prediction System (EPS) probabilistic forecast developed at the European
Center for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF). Since the spatial resolution of
the short-term forecast (10 km for the latest PEARP release) is too coarse to allow to
account for local orographic effects, a downscaling to the meteo stations is performed
using the SAFRAN tool (Sect. 2.2).
The long-term forecast is provided by the Copernicus Climate Change Service Seasonal Prediction (C3S-SP) system. In order for this forecast to be corrected
upstream from introduction into the snow models, long-term (20 years) in-situ
meteorological observations or reanalysis datasets are used to apply appropriate
downscaling/correction methods. This allows to extract relevant and unbiased
information from large-scale atmospheric models (C3S-SP providing an ensemble of 25
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members with a spatial resolution of about 110 km) to local scale mountainous regions
(Sect. 2.3).

Meteorological forecast
Atmospheric models
(PEARP, EPS, …)
several altitudes
downscaling to
met stations

METEO-IO (D, CH, IT)
AMUNDSEN (AT, IT)
SAFRAN (FR)
to further spatialize
at the local scale in ski-resorts
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Seasonal forecast
Global climate model
used for seasonal prediction (C3S)
1 altitude
downscaling to
met stations
ADAMONT method
(Verfaillie et al., 2017)
to reference local met stations
Dataset:
• 20y minimum
• no gaps
• all variables needed to run a
snowpack model

Fig. 3: Downscaling approaches for short and long-term forecast.
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It is important to highlight the fact that for both short and long-term forecast the
information is provided as an ensemble of possible meteorological outcomes
(probabilistic approach). Indeed, in light of the huge scatter of meteorological scenarios
at the sub-monthly to seasonal scale, deterministic forecast cannot be used for leadtimes beyond a few days, when the uncertainty originated from the initial state of the
atmosphere becomes too large (e.g., temperature biases of several degrees are
possible). For this reason, the entire PROSNOW forecast systems rely heavily on
ensemble forecasting methods.

2.2 - Short-term forecast
The short-term (sub-monthly) forecast results from the aggregation of PEARP (4-daylead-time, provided by Météo-France) and EPS (15-day-lead-time, provided by
ECMWF). Since the Local Working Group interviews and discussions have allowed to
clearly point out that the monthly prediction has little importance for operational
purposes, there is currently no plan to implement a monthly lead-time forecast into
PROSNOW.
The implementation of the downscaling chains for the sub-monthly meteorological
prediction in the different Alpine countries is performed using the SAFRAN tool.
SAFRAN operates at the geographical scale of meteorologically homogeneous
mountain areas (so-called “massifs”) within which meteorological conditions are
assumed to depend only on altitude. In the case of PROSNOW, the massifs correspond
to pre-defined mountain ranges (in France) or to clusters of one to two ski-resorts
(Seefeld+Obergurgl in Austria, Lenzerheide-Arosa in Switzerland, Garmisch Classic in
Germany, Livigno and San Vigilio+Colfosco in Italy). Based on the output of the PEARP,
hourly meteorological conditions are provided, either (France) for 300 m-spaced
elevation bands, or (Austria, Switzerland, Germany and Italy) at the meteorological
stations located in and around the ski-resorts. The snow models are tasked with
retrieving the downscaled forecast and spatialize it over modelling domain.
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2.3 - Seasonal forecast
In this section, we present the implementation of the downscaling chain for the seasonal
forecast (SF). This work is performed by Météo-France for all pilot ski-resorts.
A first round of downscaling of MF-S6 (the operational model of Météo-France) based
on a quantile mapping method has been achieved. A second, more sophisticated
method (ADAMONT 2, based on a refined quantile mapping method that takes into
account weather regimes) has been developed and has delivered its first results during
the writing of this report. The two chains are presented in the following sections, with
some illustrations based on both methods. In each chain, we differentiate 3 main phases
in the downscaling process:
• A learning phase (or preparation phase), consisting in preparing the data and files
necessary to apply the correction. This phase is based on historical observations or
reanalysis of local meteorological data and on re-forecast data (also called hindcast)
from the SF model.
• An application phase, consisting in applying the downscaling and delivering the
forecast data to be used by snowpack models.
• An assessment phase, consisting in evaluating the performances of the forecast
products.

2.3.1 Downscaling with quantile mapping
In the learning phase, MF-S6 hindcast are extracted from the Climate Data Store
(CDS) of C3S (https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/), at maximum resolution (1° spatial
resolution, each forecast time-step). Only 2-meter-temperature (6-hour time-steps) and
precipitation (daily time-steps) are downloaded, because quantile mapping is only
applied to these two variables.
SF data quantiles are calculated for each forecast day, using a 31-day-sliding-window
(15 days before and 15 days after the day of interest). It should be noted that SF
2

Verfaillie, Deborah, et al. "The method ADAMONT v1. 0 for statistical adjustment of climate projections applicable to energy
balance land surface models", Geoscientific Model Development10.11 (2017).
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quantiles are specific to a month of initialisation. For instance, when looking at the SF for
January, a forecast initialised in November and a forecast initialised in December do not
have the same quantiles, because they do not have the same climatology.
Local meteorological data (from SAFRAN reanalysis or from weather stations) are
provided by the snowpack modellers in the same format needed to run the snow
models. These datasets have an hourly temporal resolution and contain: 2-metertemperature, rainfall, snowfall, solar radiation (long-wave, short wave), air specific
humidity and wind (speed and direction). Quantiles are calculated only on 2-metertemperature and precipitation (rain+snow), with the same sliding window as SF data. For
the other variables, a simple climatology for each day/hour is computed. Note that the
choice of correcting only temperature and precipitation has proven its relevance in
hydrological applications; at this stage, however, we don’t know its impact on snow
modelling.

10

Fig. 4: Learning phase of the quantile-mapping method.
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In the application phase, the quantile mapping correction is applied using as input both
SF data from the CDS (already downloaded) and quantiles for SF and for local data
(previously calculated). These data are then “hourly desegregated” (hourly linear
interpolation for temperature and random spread over 5 hours for precipitation, with
snow/rain desegregation using hourly temperature). For the other parameters, the
day/hour climatology is used to fill the datasets.
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Fig. 5: Application phase of the quantile-mapping method.

In the assessment phase, once the downscaling is performed over the whole hindcast
period for a given initialization month (for example: initialization on November 1st for a
NDJFMA forecast), it is possible to calculate several scores in order to evaluate the SF
data skill. Deliverable 1.4 provides a description of the methods and results used to
assess the skills of the forecasting systems used in PROSNOW.
In short, the two main objectives of the downscaling are:
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1. to provide data series compatible with local climate, following the local distribution
of each variables and its seasonality,
2. to preserve the inter-annual variability signal, when it is present in raw SF forecast
data.
The 1st objective is achieved by design: the strength of quantile mapping is precisely to
guarantee that corrected data follow a reference data’s distribution. In addition, using a
sliding window ensures a smooth evolution from one day to the other, all along the
forecast period. As for the 2nd objective, it requires specific verification. It is necessary to
compute scores on raw SF data and on downscaled data, such as the inter-annual
correlation of the monthly mean.
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Fig. 6: Assessment phase of the quantile-mapping method.

2.3.2 - Downscaling with ADAMONT
The downscaling process with ADAMONT follows the same steps as the quantile
mapping process, with additional complexity due to the introduction of weather regimes
and analog days. In ADAMONT, quantiles (in forecasts and in observations/reanalysis)
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are calculated for given weather regimes, so that the correction can vary from one day to
another, depending on the large scale circulation pattern. Then, analog days are used to
disaggregate the daily corrected data (output of the quantile mapping) to hourly data.
These specificities are detailed in deliverable D1.4.
The learning phase is performed on hindcast model data and on reference data for the
same time span 1993-2016. Weather regimes are previously identified both in the
reanalysis and in each hindcast run. Quantiles are then calculated separately for groups
of days to which the same weather regime is attributed. The methodology is presented
in more details in deliverable D1.4.
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Fig. 7: Learning phase of the ADAMONT method.
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During the application phase, the correction is applied to both hindcast and forecast
data. The daily corrected data are further disaggregated at hourly time steps. The
disaggregation technique requires the recourse to an observed hourly profile chosen
among analog days, where “analog” is to be intended in terms of equivalent weather
regimes and similar precipitation spatial patterns. The chosen observed analog profile is
then linearly rescaled in order for its daily value to match the one obtained during the
correction. Further details are provided in deliverable D1.4.
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Fig. 8: Application phase of the ADAMONT method.
In the assessment phase, scores are computed on ADAMONT outputs in order to
compare them to raw seasonal forecast data and observations. This procedure allows to
assess the skill of the downscaling method.
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Fig. 9: Assessment phase of the ADAMONT method.

2.3.3 - Climatologically-based forecast
In addition to the meteorological and seasonal forecast, the PROSNOW modelling chain
also uses climatological data to drive the snowpack models. In this case, the
meteorological reanalysis of past winter seasons is used by each snow modelling team
in order to generate, for each model point, an ensemble of possible meteorological
scenarios based on past conditions, initialized by the ongoing snow conditions. This
climatological dataset can be used as a surrogate for a seasonal forecast, and also as a
reference to evaluate the performances of the different forecasts during the assessment
phase.
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3

Conclusion

This deliverable presents a brief description of the PROSNOW dataflow and provides
insights about the implementation of the downscaling methods. It is then strongly related
to, on the one hand, D3.2 (Central database server and accompanying tools (I/O) and
web services to access data in the two ways) and D3.4 (Demonstrator and
documentation V2) and, on the other hand, D1.4 (Report on generation and evaluation
of historical and hindcast simulations). In particular, more details on the PROSNOW
data workflow and data exchange formats can be found in D3.2, while a more detailed
assessment of the statistical skills of the downscaling is performed in D1.4. Here, the
goal was to present the mean features of the implementation of the downscaling
process, for both short and long-term forecast.
As of August 31st 2019, all of the steps described above have been implemented
individually and are progressively combined so that a continuous, seamless operational
chain is in place for the 2019/2020 winter season.
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Annex

The list of the meteo stations whose data were used to downscale the meteorological
forecast.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
ZAMG-11706
ZAMG-11803
ZAMG-11804
ZAMG-14631
ZAMG-14701
ZAMG-14812
ZAMG-17301
ZAMG-17315

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Name
*CHU
CMA1
CMA2
*DAV
DAV3
DAV4
DAV5
ELA1
ELA2
PMA1
PMA2
ROT2
ROT3
TAM3
*WFJ
WFJ1
WFJ2

#
1
2
3
4

Name
DWD Gar
DWD Zug
LWD Ost
LWD Pla

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Name
BER1
BER2
BER3
BEV1
BEV2
GESS2
KES1
KES2
LAG1
LAG2
OFE1
OFE2
VALL2
ZNZ1
ZNZ2
ZNZ3

#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Bruneck
Deutschnofen
Merbalm
PizlaIla
Rittnerhorn
SterzingFlughaf

Seefeld and Obergurgl
Elevation (m)
Lon
1182
11.175555229187
578
11.3841667175293
578
11.3566665649414
1035
10.9288892745972
1007
11.2919445037842
2251
11.4622220993042
1942
11.0244445800781
2864
10.8791666030884
Arosa-Lenzerheide
Elevation (m)
Lon
556
9.53048992156982
2472
9.17998886108398
2325
9.18345546722412
1594
9.84348964691162
2455
9.77399063110352
2330
9.78470230102539
2315
9.79001808166504
3110
9.70823192596436
2726
9.71469116210938
2670
9.52961730957031
2429
9.53738498687744
2700
9.59880352020264
2495
9.60438537597656
2166
9.45816707611084
2691
9.80637073516846
2693
9.80645561218262
2536
9.80928993225098
Garmisch-Zugspitze
Elevation (m)
Lon
717
11.062219619751
2962
10.9847764968872
1823
11.0612382888794
2417
10.9835805892944
Livigno
Elevation (m)
Lon
2956
10.0236339569092
2447
10.0291919708252
2625
9.9158821105957
2490
9.85352897644043
2512
9.83708572387695
2633
10.075779914856
3152
9.90066242218018
2727
9.89813613891602
3085
9.73307704925537
2730
9.74457454681396
2949
10.3061199188232
2359
10.2890462875366
2650
10.1887369155884
3133
9.99762058258057
2677
10.0188426971436
2677
10.0188426971436
San Vigilio and Colfosco
Elevation (m)
Lon
828
11.9314823150635
1470
11.4268589019775
2006
12.1221284866333
2050
11.9037828445435
2260
11.4603538513184
943
11.4385538101196

Lat
47.3247222900391
47.2599983215332
47.2599983215332
47.1391677856445
47.1027793884277
47.2088890075684
46.8666648864746
46.9269447326660
Lat
46.870361328125
46.8422966003418
46.846866607666
46.8129577636719
46.7888298034668
46.7841911315918
46.7916145324707
46.5815277099609
46.591423034668
46.5773010253906
46.5800743103027
46.7466888427734
46.7331123352051
46.8909797668457
46.833324432373
46.8334655761719
46.8296356201172
Lat
47.4830284118652
47.4209671020508
47.4345283508301
47.4064445495605
Lat
46.4314804077148
46.4205703735352
46.4409141540527
46.5488548278809
46.5395622253418
46.507740020752
46.6282577514648
46.621280670166
46.4488906860352
46.4513549804688
46.605052947998
46.631706237793
46.4773101806641
46.7042503356934
46.6977157592773
46.6977157592773
Lat
46.8042793273926
46.4204864501953
47.0361785888672
46.5647239685059
46.6155624389648
46.8850479125977
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